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Random medium access control (MAC) plays a critical role in OFDMA wireless networks to
support services with bursty traffic. However, the existing OFDMA random access protocols
suffer from low efficiency due to the constraints in half-duplex communications. In this
paper, the capability of full-duplex communications is leveraged to propose novel mecha-
nisms such as full duplex carrier sensing, collision detection, and collision jamming. With
these mechanisms, a full-duplex carrier sense multiple access with collision detection (FD-
CSMA/CD) protocol is developed for OFDMA wireless networks. It is based on a hierarchical
design: (1) with full-duplex communications, operation of subchannels is decoupled, and a
CSMA/CD-like protocol is implemented in each subchannel as a random access scheme; (2)
on top of random access per-subchannel, a simple but effective subchannel selection
scheme is executed locally on each client to harvest multi-user diversity. Both theoretical
analysis and simulations are carried out to validate the effectiveness and efficiency of our
protocol.

� 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction So far there exist a few random access protocols for
Orthogonal frequency division multiple access
(OFDMA) has been widely adopted by several next-gener-
ation wireless networks including WiMAX, 802:22 WRAN
and LTE-A [1–3]. In an OFDMA system, multiple nodes
share different set of subchannels (i.e., a block of subcarri-
ers) simultaneously based on a certain medium access con-
trol (MAC) protocol, which is either scheduled access or
random access. The scheduled access mechanism is well
suited for providing connection-oriented services with
guaranteed quality of service (QoS). Based on optimization
theories, many scheduling schemes are proposed to maxi-
mize different system utilities [4–6]. In data networks,
traffic is bursty, so it is unreasonable to reserve wireless
resources (e.g., subchannels). As a result, random access
is a preferred option.
OFDMA wireless networks. In [7], a multi-channel ALOHA
protocol is developed, but its throughput turns out to be
low as a result of high collision probability. Based on car-
rier sense multiple access with collision avoidance
(CSMA/CA), other subchannel random access protocols
are proposed in [8,9]. These protocols can achieve much
better performance than the multi-channel ALOHA proto-
col in [7]. However, there still remain several major prob-
lems. Problem 1: When a node transmits a packet on one
of subchannels, it cannot sense the status of other sub-
channels. Thus, even other subchannels are idle, transmis-
sions on these subchannels cannot be conducted
immediately. Due to this drawback, the system through-
put is highly related to the number of subchannels. When
the number of subchannels is smaller than the number of
contending nodes, the throughput drops quickly as the
number of nodes increases, as a result of high collisions
[8]. When the number of subchannels is larger than the
number of nodes, the throughput also decreases due to
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low utilization of all subchannels [8]. In [9], the number
of subchannels must be adjusted dynamically to be equal
to the number of nodes, which is difficult in system
implementation. Problem 2: Acknowledgement (ACK) can-
not be returned without using an extra independent
channel [8] or the ACK of an uplink (i.e., clients to access
point (AP)) packet is delayed to the downlink (i.e., AP to
clients) transmission period [9]. The delayed ACK is not
suitable for random access protocols. Problem 3: Once a
transmission collision happens, it lasts for the entire
packet. Thus, the collision time is long. Problem 4: The
downlink subframe and the uplink subframe (where ran-
dom access is adopted) are operated in a time-division
duplexing (TDD) fashion, which is not flexible to support
fast time-varying unbalanced bursty traffic between
downlink and uplink.

An approach to address the above issues is to make sure
a radio of each node can transmit and receive signals at the
same time in the same frequency. To facilitate this opera-
tion, the radio needs to have the capability of full-duplex
communications. Recently, full-duplex wireless communi-
cations have become practical through a combination of
antenna cancelation (AC), RF interference cancelation
(RIC), and digital interference cancelation (DIC) [10–12].
Full-duplex radios bring two major benefits: (1) for a
point-to-point link, its capacity can be significantly
improved by up to twice [10]; (2) functions of a communi-
cation node are greatly enhanced, e.g., a node can transmit
signals and sense the transmission status of other nodes
simultaneously, which is a useful function for cognitive
radios [13].

In this paper, by leveraging the capability of full-duplex
communications in the physical (PHY) layer, a novel ran-
dom access protocol, called full-duplex carrier sense multi-
ple access with collision detection (FD-CSMA/CD) protocol,
is designed for OFDMA wireless networks. It is distin-
guished by the following key features:

(1) A radio operates in a full-duplex way: it can transmit
signals on some occupied subchannels, and at the
same time receive signals on all subchannels [12],
i.e., transmissions on all subchannels are decoupled
from each other. Thus, an idle subchannel can be
detected and utilized in time whether another sub-
channel is in transmission mode or not. Thus, Problem
1 is solved. Moreover, when a packet on one subchan-
nel is received, an ACK can be returned immediately
regardless of the status of other subchannels, which
addresses Problem 2. To improve throughput, a novel
virtual MAC header (VMAC-hdr) is designed and
added in the PHY preamble of a packet. It serves two
purposes. Firstly, it is an identifier used for a corre-
sponding node to capture a full-duplex opportunity
to improve the link throughput. Secondly, it is used
for collision detection by all nodes. When a transmit-
ting node detects a collision, it gives up the current
transmission immediately. For hidden nodes, colli-
sion is detected by a third node like AP, and then the
AP sends a jamming signal to terminate all transmis-
sions to reduce the collision time and thus improve
the throughput. Therefore, Problem 3 is solved.
(2) With the full-duplex feature in the PHY layer, a
CSMA/CD-like random access protocol is operated
on each subchannel by contending nodes (including
AP and clients), i.e., transmissions on different sub-
channels are decoupled. In addition, transmissions
in uplink and downlink are multiplexed in parallel.
Thus, Problem 4 is solved.

(3) In an OFDMA system, each node experiences fre-
quency-selective fading independently, so a certain
set of subchannels that are in deep fading for some
nodes may have high channel quality for other
nodes. Thus, packets from the network layer of each
node are scheduled locally and mapped to properly
selected subchannels to harvest the multi-user
diversity. As a result, the entire system throughput
is greatly enhanced.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The
features of a full-duplex OFDMA wireless network are pre-
sented in Section 2. The FD-CSMA/CD protocol is developed
in Section 3. The system performance is analyzed in Sec-
tion 4. Simulation results are presented in Section 5, and
the paper is concluded in Section 6.
2. Features of full-duplex OFDMA wireless networks

We consider a point-to-multipoint (PMP) full-duplex
OFDMA wireless network, which is a widely deployed net-
work infrastructure, as shown in Fig. 1a. The network con-
sists of N + 1 nodes, i.e., an AP and N clients. Each node is
equipped with a full-duplex radio. The communication
bandwidth is divided into M subchannels (i.e., a block of
NC subcarriers). Each subchannel is frequency-flat and reci-
procal. To ensure subcarriers from different nodes are
time-aligned in each OFDMA symbol, AP and clients are
synchronized with each other, which is a default require-
ment of an OFDMA system.

In an OFDMA system, multiple orthogonal subchannels
are formed by an inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) pro-
cessing, so a node can obtain each subchannel information
only after performing a fast Fourier transform (FFT) opera-
tion on the received OFDMA symbol. Thus, the subchannel
status detection is conducted symbol by symbol. We
assume r is the required time to determine whether a sub-
channel is idle or busy. Such a time is called clear subchan-
nel assessment (CSA) time and is defined as qTsym, where q
is the number of OFDMA symbols and Tsym is a symbol
time.

Our full-duplex OFDMA random access protocol design
consists of three parts, as shown in Fig. 1b. In the PHY layer,
each node has a full-duplex radio, so when it transmits sig-
nals on some subchannels, it can receive signals on all sub-
channels simultaneously [12]. Thus, from the perspective of
the MAC layer, access to each subchannel can be decoupled
from each other, i.e., one subchannel is an independent and
basic unit for random access. For the MAC layer, to fully
take advantage of the full-duplex operation, a new frame
structure is designed as shown in Fig. 2a. It contains three
fields: the PHY header (PHY-hdr), the VMAC-hdr, and the
MAC-data. The mapping from the frame structure to one
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Fig. 1. (a) The network model and (b) a hierarchical perspective of our protocol design.
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(b)

Fig. 2. (a) The frame structure and (b) the mapping from the frame structure to one of subchannels in an OFDMA system.
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subchannel in an OFDMA system is shown in Fig. 2b. Com-
pared to that in IEEE 802:11 standard, the PHY preamble is
modified: the PHY-hdr is changed and the VMAC-hdr is
added. The MAC-data, which includes MAC header (MAC-
hdr), payload, and frame check sequence (FCS), is
unchanged and compatible with existing standards.

The PHY-hdr in the PHY preamble consists of three
fields: the short training sequence (STS) is used to detect
the arrival of a packet, the long training sequence (LTS) I
is designed for channel estimation, and the signal field
(SF) indicates the modulation and coding type of the
MAC-data. The STS and the LTS I are transmitted on each
subcarrier of a subchannel with binary phase shift keying
(BPSK) modulation without coding. The SF adopts BPSK
modulation and 1=2 coding rate. In addition, due to the
channel variation with time, the known LTS II is periodi-
cally (the period is less than the channel coherence time)
inserted in between the MAC-data symbols to correct
channel estimation errors, similar to LTE-A [3]. The recei-
ver removes LTS II symbols to recover the MAC-data.

Since the MAC frame is scrambled and interleaved, its
MAC addresses (both source and destination) cannot be
detected at the PHY layer. Thus, a VMAC-hdr is added. It
includes three parts: the source address (SA) is a 48-bit
MAC address of the transmitter, the destination address
(DA) is a 48-bit MAC address of the receiver, and the cyclic
redundancy check (CRC) is utilized to determine whether
the VMAC-hdr is corrupted or not. All SA, DA, and CRC
sequences adopt BPSK modulation and 1=2 coding rate.
The VMAC-hdr supports two critical functions. First, it
helps catch a full-duplex opportunity. Taking Fig. 3a as an
example, clients A and B can hear each other and commu-
nicate with AP. In Fig. 3b, A initiates a transmission to AP.
After AP receives the VMAC-hdr, it knows A is sending a
packet to itself. Thus, if AP also has a packet for A, it catches
this full-duplex opportunity and transmits the packet to A.
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Fig. 3. Functions of VMAC-hdr. (a) The communication topology, (b) AP captures a full-duplex opportunity, and (c) two clients suspend transmissions.
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Second, VMAC-hdr helps enable collision detection. As
shown in Fig. 3c, clients A and B are sending packets to
AP at the same time. Since A and B can hear each other
due to full-duplex communications, each client knows
there is another client transmitting to AP after decoding
the VMAC-hdr. Thus, each client infers that a collision
occurs at AP, and suspends its transmission immediately.

To support full-duplex random access, another impor-
tant function at AP is to send jamming signals, i.e., the same
jamming sequence is sent in parallel on all NC subcarriers
in a subchannel, as shown in Fig. 4a. The jamming signal
plays two roles. The first is to terminate the collision at
AP caused by concurrent transmissions of hidden nodes.
For instance, in Fig. 4b, clients A and B communicate with
AP and they cannot hear each other. Thus, it is possible that
their transmissions collide at AP, as shown in Fig. 4c. After
receiving the signal for a period of TðPHYhdrþVMAChdr Þ, AP finds
the VMAC-hdr is collided. It continues listening to the sub-
channel for a short interframe space (SIFS) time. If AP finds
the subchannel is still busy, it transmits a jamming signal to
stop the transmissions of A and B. Second, AP broadcasts
two consecutive jamming signals on all subchannels
periodically to help clients harvest multi-user diversity
distributedly. The first jamming signal is to keep all clients
(a)

Fig. 4. Jamming signal: (a) jamming signal is transmitted on each subcarrier in a
signal to stop clients A and B to reduce collision time.
silent, so that the second one can be used by each client to
accurately measure its subchannel signal-to-noise-ratio
(SNR), that is needed for subchannel selection, as discussed
in Section 3.2.

To facilitate above two functions, a jamming signal
needs to resist multi-user interference and noise. Thus, a
pseudorandom sequence (e.g., m-sequence [14]) can be
used as a jamming signal. For an L length m-sequence
c ¼ ½c½1�; c½2�; . . . ; c½L�� known to all clients, each client
searches for it in an incoming signal by performing cross-
correlation between c and the arrival signal. When c exists
in the received signal, the correlation would yield a high
correlation value. For example, on subchannel k, there exist
N clients transmitting to AP simultaneously. AP sends the
same jamming sequence c on all NC subcarriers. For client
1, the correlation value h1ðrÞ can be used to indicate the
existence of a jamming signal:
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subchannel, (b) the communication topology, and (c) AP sends a jamming
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where Hð01Þ
n is the channel gain of subcarrier n between AP

and client 1, and Hð01Þ
n c is the received jamming signal from

AP at client 1. The yðj1Þn represents the signal from client j to
client 1 and wn is the additive white Gaussian noise, on
subcarrier n. Since the pattern c is independent of the
signal from client j and the noise, the correlation
with these terms approaches 0. Thus, h1ðrÞ can be
approximated by

h1ðrÞ �
XNC

n¼1

XL

i¼1

c�½i�Hð01Þ
n c½iþ r�

�����
�����
,XNC

n¼1
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3. Design of our FD-CSMA/CD protocol

In this section, we present a hierarchical design of the
FD-CSMA/CD protocol: a novel full-duplex random access
is developed on each subchannel; on top of the random
access per-subchannel, two simple but effective subchan-
nel selection schemes are proposed, and either of them
can be locally operated by each client to harvest multi-user
diversity.

3.1. Random access design on each subchannel

Since each subchannel can be considered indepen-
dently, we focus our random access design on one sub-
channel. Other subchannels adopt the same random
access mechanism in parallel.

It should be noted that some MAC mechanisms for full
duplex communication networks have been studied in
[15]. However, our paper are featured by several differ-
ences. First, this paper is focused on a typical point-to-
multipoint network where a complete design is developed
to address various scenarios of full duplex communica-
tions. Second, a novel mechanism is designed for detecting
collisions in a fast way. Third, a more concrete mechanism
is provided for sending jamming signals and handling ACKs
in full duplex communications. Such differences will be
illustrated in the detailed mechanisms of our protocol.

In our protocol, all the nodes (AP and clients) contend
for transmissions distributedly. Each node with a packet
to transmit monitors the activity of the subchannel. If the
subchannel is idle for a period of DCF interframe space
(DIFS), each node starts the backoff process, and initiates
a transmission when the backoff timer decreases to 0. If
the subchannel is busy, each node freezes its backoff timer
and takes different actions corresponding to the VMAC-hdr
information, e.g., capturing a full-duplex opportunity.

The backoff time is uniformly chosen in the range of
½0; cw� 1�, where cw is determined by the binary exponen-
tial backoff algorithm: cw is set to the minimum window
size value CWmin at the first attempt or after a successful
initiation of a transmission, and is doubled after each
unsuccessful initiation of a transmission, up to a maximum
value CWmax ¼ 2NB CWmin, where NB is the number of max-
imum backoff stage. AP and clients can have different
CWmin and NB. It should be noted that a successful
initiation of a transmission of a node means that the node
launches a transmission as well as the packet is
successfully transmitted. In other words, a successful
packet transmission by catching a full-duplex opportunity
is not considered as a successful initiation of a transmis-
sion, which is different from the standard CSMA protocol.
The backoff slot is equal to the clear subchannel assess-
ment (CSA) time r, and a node is allowed to start a backoff
process and initiate a transmission at the beginning of each
time slot r.

Due to the full-duplex feature in the PHY layer, each
node conducts a full-duplex sensing: sensing the subchan-
nel status no matter it is transmitting or not. The basic
rules for random access at the clients and AP are twofold.
The first rule is about capturing a full-duplex opportunity.
For the case of non-transmitting clients and AP, by decod-
ing the VMAC-hdr after receiving the arrival signal for
TðPHYhdrþVMAChdr Þ, if the client (AP) finds the packet is from
AP (the client) to itself and it also has a packet for AP
(the client), it can capture a full-duplex opportunity, as
shown in Fig. 5a and b. If AP transmits to a client, but it
finds another client is transmitting to itself based on the
VMAC-hdr, it terminates its current transmission and then
captures a full-duplex opportunity with the new client, as
shown in Fig. 5c.

The second rule is on collision detection and transmission
suspension. With a correctly decoded VMAC-hdr, for a
transmitting AP, if it finds another client is sending a
packet to itself, it suspends its current transmission imme-
diately, as shown in Fig. 5c; for a transmitting client, if it
finds another client is sending a packet to AP, it suspends
its transmission immediately, as shown in Fig. 6a. If the
VMAC-hdr is found collided (i.e., CRC is wrong), the trans-
mitting client (AP) suspends its transmission immediately,
as shown in Fig. 6b.

Besides the above two rules, AP also takes the responsi-
bility of preventing collisions caused by hidden nodes via
two mechanisms: (1) when AP is receiving a packet from
a client but is not transmitting, it protects this transmis-
sion by sending a busytone signal that is known to all cli-
ents, as shown in Figs. 5a and 7; (2) when AP identifies a
collision caused by hidden nodes, it transmits a jamming
signal to stop all transmissions to reduce the collision time,
as shown in Fig. 8a and b. It should be noted that all clients
and AP constantly detect the jamming signal. When a jam-
ming signal is detected, they suspend transmissions
immediately.

The detailed operations of clients and AP are described
below.

Operations of clients: For clients, two scenarios (initiat-
ing a transmission or not) are considered.

(I) During the backoff process, the subchannel becomes
busy. The client freezes its backoff timer. After receiving
the arrival signal for a period of T ðPHYhdrþVMAChdr Þ, it takes
actions based on the VMAC-hdr. If the client finds the
packet is from AP to itself and it also has a packet for
AP, it continues listening to the subchannel for a period
of SIFS: if the subchannel is still busy, the client trans-
mits its packet to AP, capturing the full-duplex opportu-
nity, as shown by the action of client A in Fig. 5a; if the
subchannel becomes idle, the client keeps silent.
However, if the client finds the packet is not for itself
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Fig. 5. Successful full-duplex transmissions (clients A and B can hear each other and communicate with AP): (a) A captures a full-duplex opportunity with
AP, (b) AP captures a full-duplex opportunity with A, (c) a transmitting AP suspends its transmission to B and captures a full-duplex opportunity with A, and
(d) A and AP initiate transmissions to each other simultaneously.

(a) (b)

Fig. 6. Collisions are detected and all nodes suspend transmissions to stop collisions (clients A and B can hear each other and contend for transmissions to
AP): (a) AP is listening and (b) AP is transmitting.
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Fig. 7. Client A sends a packet to AP, but AP has no packet for A. Thus, AP
transmits a busytone signal to prevent transmissions of hidden nodes.
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or the VMAC-hdr is collided, it keeps silent until the
transmission is over, as shown by the action of client
B in Fig. 5a.
(II) During the backoff process, the subchannel is idle
until the client initiates a transmission. The client keeps
sensing the subchannel status while transmitting. If the
client observes the following four cases, then it contin-
ues transmitting until the transmission is over. First,
the non-transmitting AP captures a full-duplex opportu-
nity. The client realizes the packet is from AP to itself
by decoding the VMAC-hdr, as shown in Fig. 5b. Second,
AP initiates a transmission to another client simulta-
neously. By decoding the VMAC-hdr, the client knows
the transmission is from AP to another client, so it keeps
transmitting. However, AP suspends its current trans-
mission (one operation rule of AP). Then, AP can capture
a full-duplex opportunity if it has a packet for the client, as
shown in Fig. 5c. Third, AP initiates a transmission to the
client simultaneously. The client knows the packet is
from AP to itself based on the VMAC-hdr, as shown in
Fig. 5d. Fourth, the subchannel is busy with a busytone
signal sent by AP (one function of AP), as shown in Fig. 7.

Apart from above successful cases, if the client detects
the following two cases, then it suspends its transmission
immediately. First, by decoding the VMAC-hdr, the client
knows another client is transmitting a packet to AP, as
shown in Fig. 6a. Second, based on the collided VMAC-
hdr, the client knows its packet is in collision, as shown
in Fig. 6b.

Operations of AP: We also consider two scenarios
depending on whether AP is initiating a transmission or
not. Since AP is more powerful than clients and is able to
communicate with hidden clients, two more functions are
supported by AP: sending busytones and jamming signals.
(a)

Fig. 8. Jamming signal is transmitted by AP to stop the collision caused by hidden
(a) AP is listening and (b) AP is transmitting.
(I) During the backoff process, the subchannel becomes
busy. AP freezes its backoff timer. After receiving the
incoming signal for a period of TðPHYhdrþVMAChdrÞ, it takes
actions according to the VMAC-hdr. First, the VMAC-
hdr is correctly decoded, indicating only one client is
transmitting to AP. If AP also has a packet for this client,
it catches the full-duplex opportunity to send its packet
to the client after SIFS (SIFS is a preparation time
between receiving and transmitting signals), as shown
in Fig. 5b. If AP has no packet for the client, it needs
to send a busytone during the client’s transmission to
prevent transmissions of hidden clients, as shown in
Fig. 7. Second, if AP finds the VMAC-hdr is collided, it
continues listening to the subchannel for a time of SIFS:
if the subchannel becomes idle, AP keeps silent and
then starts the backoff process after a total DIFS idle
time, as shown in Fig. 6a; if the subchannel is still busy,
AP sends a jamming signal to terminate all transmis-
sions, as shown in Fig. 8a.
(II) The subchannel is idle until the backoff timer of AP
becomes 0. As a result, AP initiates a transmission. If AP
has packets to more than one clients, it randomly
chooses one of them as the intended client. When AP
is transmitting, it keeps on sensing the subchannel. If
AP observes the following three cases, then it keeps
on sending the packet until the transmission is over.
First, the subchannel is idle, because the intended client
has no packet for AP. Second, the intended client
captures a full-duplex opportunity, as shown in Fig. 5a.
Third, the intended client initiates a transmission simul-
taneously with AP, as shown in Fig. 5d.

Besides the above successful cases, if AP detects the fol-
lowing two cases, it needs to suspend its transmission
immediately. First, another client initiates a transmission
simultaneously with AP. Based on the correctly decoded
VMAC-hdr, AP knows the packet is from another client
instead of the intended client. Thus, AP suspends its cur-
rent transmission immediately. Then, if AP has a packet
for this new client, it captures the full-duplex opportunity,
as shown in Fig. 5c. Second, with a collided VMAC-hdr, AP
knows a collision occurs. Thus, it suspends its transmission
immediately and keeps on listening to the subchannel for
SIFS: if the subchannel becomes idle, AP keeps silent, as
shown in Fig. 6b; if the subchannel is still busy, the
collision is caused by hidden clients, so AP transmits a
jamming signal, as shown in Fig. 8b.
(b)

nodes (clients A and B cannot hear each other and communicate with AP):
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Full duplex opportunity for a asymmetrical dual-link
[15] are not considered in our MAC protocol. In other
words, parallel communications from AP to one (e.g., client
A) and from another client (e.g., client B which is hidden
from client A) to AP are not allowed in our MAC protocol.
The reason is twofold. In the first scenario, AP transmits a
packet to client A first, but client A has no packets for AP.
In this case, there is no way to expect an uplink transmis-
sion must be from a hidden node (e.g., client B). To avoid
possible collisions (to client A) caused by the uplink trans-
mission from another client to AP, AP has to disable all
uplink transmissions except for that from client A. In the
second scenario, client A transmits a packet to AP first,
but AP has no packets for client A. In this case, AP can
potentially send a packet to a hidden node (e.g., client B).
To do so, AP needs to determine which node is hidden from
client A. Moreover, an ACK mechanism needs to be rede-
signed such that ACKs from AP and client B can form a
proper full duplex communication. To avoid such compli-
cations, the second scenario is not taken into account in
our protocol. It should be noted that ignoring the second
scenario does not impact the saturated network through-
put, because AP can always form full duplex communica-
tions with any of its client under saturated mode.
3.2. Subchannel selection scheme

On top of the full-duplex random access on each sub-
channel, each client needs to select a set of subchannels
to access. The most straightforward scheme is to access
all subchannels, denoted as the Access-All scheme.

In an OFDMA system, each client experiences indepen-
dent frequency-selective fading and adopts adaptive mod-
ulation and coding (AMC) for different subchannels. As
shown in Table 1, given a target bit error rate (BER) 10�5,
the range of the received SNR value c is divided into 7
regions, each of which corresponds to a specific modula-
tion and coding mode. Therefore, instead of the Access-All
scheme, an effective subchannel selection scheme is
needed to harvest multi-user diversity. Taking Fig. 9 for
example, subchannel 3 is in deep fade for client B, but is
great for client A. Thus, it is preferred to let A use this sub-
channel. If A and B employ the Access-All scheme, B will
contend to share subchannel 3, which degrades the
throughput. Intuitively, the best performance can be
achieved by assigning a subchannel to the client with the
best subchannel quality. To implement such a scheme,
subchannel information of the entire network needs to
be collected by the central node (AP), and then the
Table 1
Adaptive modulation and coding (target BER 10�5Þ.

Mode Modulation Coding rate Ri (bits/symbol) ci (dB)

1 BPSK 1/2 0.5 8.3–11.6
2 QPSK 1/2 1.0 11.7–13.2
3 QPSK 3/4 1.5 13.3–18.9
4 16-QAM 1/2 2.0 19.0–20.9
5 16-QAM 3/4 3.0 21.0–28.0
6 64-QAM 2/3 4.0 28.1–29.1
7 64-QAM 3/4 4.5 P29.2
subchannel selection problem can be solved via centralized
optimization algorithms to achieve various objectives as in
[4–6].

However, we focus on a simple but effective decentral-
ized approach, as it can be locally executed by each client
and thus is more practical. One simple subchannel selec-
tion is to let each client choose the best X subchannels to
access, denoted as the Access-Best-X scheme. This scheme
is effective thanks to two facts: (1) the good subchannels
of one client are often different from those of another
client, so multi-user diversity can be harvested; (2) since
all the clients select the same number of subchannels, fair-
ness among all clients is considered. Another simple
scheme is to let each client select subchannels in high
AMC modes Y (i.e., in high SNR), denoted as Access-
Mode-Y scheme. For example, with Y ¼ f6;7g, each client
only selects subchannels in AMC mode 6 or 7. In this
scheme, only subchannels with enough high SNR are
selected, so the system throughput is enhanced.

To realize Access-Best-X and Access-Mode-Y schemes,
each client needs to track its subchannel status. Since AP
periodically broadcasts known jamming signals, each client
can easily measure its subchannel SNR, which can be con-
sidered as the subchannel status between the client and AP
(assuming the channel is reciprocal).
4. Performance analysis

To conduct throughput analysis of our FD-CSMA/CD pro-
tocol, we consider the saturation throughput (i.e., AP and
clients always have packets for transmission). All nodes in
the network are assumed to hear each other, and they can
perfectly catch full-duplex opportunities and detect collisions
with the VMAC-hdr. Since the random access on each sub-
channel is operated independently in our protocol, our
analysis is focused on a certain subchannel k (other sub-
channels have the same result). On subchannel k, one AP
and N clients contend to transmit packets. There are 7
AMC modes as shown in Table 1, and Ni clients are in mode
i. Thus, N ¼

P7
i Ni.

To analyze the FD-CSMA/CD protocol, the discrete-time
Markov chain model proposed in [16] is extended. In our
protocol, AP and clients have different Markov chains. For
AP, CWmin and NB are set to W0 and m0; Pt0 and p0 repre-
sent the transmission probability and the conditional colli-
sion probability in a randomly chosen time slot. For all N
clients, CWmin and NB are set to W and m; Pt and p are
Fig. 9. Harvesting the multi-user diversity.
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the transmission probability and the conditional collision
probability in a random time slot. The following relation-
ships among above different parameters exist:

Pt0 ¼
2

1þW0 þ p0W0
Pm0�1

i¼0 ð2p0Þ
i
; ð3Þ

p0 ¼ 1� ð1� PtÞN þ
C1

N

N
Ptð1� PtÞN�1

" #
; ð4Þ

Pt ¼
2

1þW þ pW
Pm�1

i¼0 ð2pÞi
; ð5Þ

p ¼ 1� ð1� PtÞN�1
; ð6Þ

where (3) and (5) are obtained based on the Markov chains
of AP and clients by applying the result in [16]. According
to our protocol, a successful initiation of a transmission of
AP occurs when all the clients are silent or the intended cli-
ent initiates a transmission simultaneously, which leads to
(4). For a client, a successful initiation of a transmission
happens when all other clients are silent. Thus, (6) is
obtained. With above four equations, Pt0; p0; Pt and p
can be calculated. Let Ptr be the probability that there
exists at least one transmission on the subchannel in a con-
sidered time slot:

Ptr ¼ 1� ð1� Pt0Þð1� PtÞN: ð7Þ

Thus, 1� Ptr is the probability that the time slot is idle.
To obtain the saturation throughput, the probabilities of

successful and failed full-duplex transmissions need to be
calculated, respectively.

For a successful full-duplex transmission on subchannel
k, there exist four cases as follows.

(1) AP initiates a transmission to a client and all clients
are listening. The corresponding client catches the
full-duplex opportunity for transmission, as shown
in Fig. 5a. This probability, denoted as Ps1, is given
as:
Ps1 ¼ Pt0ð1� PtÞN; ð8Þ

and the transmission time lasts Ts1½i� for AMC mode
i : Ts1½i� ¼ 2THdr þ TMACdata

½i� þ 2TSIFS þ TACK ½i� þ TDIFS,
where THdr ¼ TPHYhdr

þ TVMAChdr
and TMACdata

½i� ¼ TMAChdr
½i�

þTPayload½i� þ TFCS½i�.

(2) One client initiates a transmission to AP, while AP

and other clients are listening. AP catches the
full-duplex opportunity, as shown in Fig. 5b. This
probability, denoted as Ps2, is calculated as:
Ps2 ¼ C1
Nð1� Pt0ÞPtð1� PtÞN�1

; ð9Þ

and the transmission time lasts Ts2½i� for AMC mode
i : Ts2½i� ¼ 2THdr þ TMACdata

½i� þ 2TSIFS þ TACK ½i� þ TDIFS.

(3) A client initiates a transmission to AP, but AP initi-

ates a transmission to another client at the same
time. AP first suspends its transmission after check-
ing the VMAC-hdr, and then captures a full-duplex
opportunity, as shown in Fig. 5c. This probability,
denoted as Ps3, is calculated as:
Ps3 ¼ C1
N

N � 1
N

Pt0Ptð1� PtÞN�1
; ð10Þ

and the transmission time lasts Ts3½i� for AMC mode
i : Ts3½i� ¼ 2THdr þ TMACdata

½i� þ 2TSIFS þ TACK ½i� þ TDIFS.

(4) AP initiates a transmission to a client, and the

intended client initiates a transmission to AP simul-
taneously, as shown in Fig. 5d. This probability,
denoted as Ps4, is computed as:
Ps4 ¼
C1

N

N
Pt0Ptð1� PtÞN�1

; ð11Þ

and the transmission time lasts Ts4½i� for AMC mode
i : Ts4½i� ¼ THdr þ TMACdata

½i� þ TSIFS þ TACK ½i� þ TDIFS.
As for the failed transmission on subchannel k, it
happens when more than one of N clients are trans-
mitting packets to AP simultaneously, as shown in
Fig. 6. This probability, denoted as Pc , is given as:

Pc ¼ 1� ð1� PtÞN � C1
NPtð1� PtÞN�1

; ð12Þ

and the collision time lasts Tc for all AMC modes:
Tc ¼ THdr þ TDIFS.
The performance of our FD-CSMA/CD protocol can
be measured by the following four metrics:
(a) Normalized throughput Tr ½k�: the fraction of the

total time used to send payload symbols suc-
cessfully on subchannel k,

Tr½k� ¼
2ðPs1þPs2þPs3þPs4ÞR7

i¼1
NiTPayload ½i�

N

ð1�PtrÞrþTsþPc
fTc

; ð13Þ

where Ts ¼ R7
i¼1

NiðfTs1 ½i�Ps1þfTs2 ½i�Ps2þfTs3 ½i�Ps3þfTs4 ½i�Ps4Þ
N .
Here eZ is the minimum number that is larger
than Z and divisible by backoff slot r.
(b) Absolute throughput Ta½k�: payload bits trans-
mitted successfully per second on subchannel k,

Ta½k� ¼
2ðPs1 þ Ps2 þ Ps3 þ Ps4ÞR7

i¼1
NiTPayload ½i�Ri

N

ð1� PtrÞrþ Ts þ Pc
fTc

;

ð14Þ

where Ri is the rate in AMC mode i, as shown in
Table 1. For the entire OFDMA system, there are
M subchannels, so the system absolute through-
put Ts

a can be calculated by: Ts
a ¼

PM
k¼1Ta½k�.

(c) Average idle time per successful full-duplex
transmission on subchannel k (normalized by
r) Tidle½k�:

Tidle½k� ¼
1� Ptr

Ps1 þ Ps2 þ Ps3 þ Ps4
: ð15Þ

(d) Average collision time per successful full-duplex
transmission on subchannel k (normalized by r)
Tcol½k�:

Tcol½k� ¼
Pc
fTc

ðPs1 þ Ps2 þ Ps3 þ Ps4Þr
: ð16Þ
5. Simulation results

In this section, the performance of the FD-CSMA/CD
protocol is evaluated by extensive simulations and our



Table 3
TMACdata

; TPayload and TACK in different AMC modes.

Mode TMACdata
(us) TPayload (us) TACK (us)

Data Voice Data Voice

1 24,560 4384 24,000 3840 360
2 12,280 2192 12,000 1920 248
3 8188 1464 8000 1280 212
4 6140 1096 6000 960 192
5 4092 732 4000 640 176
6 3068 548 3000 480 164
7 2728 488 2668 428 164
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analytical model is validated. The bandwidth of the
OFDMA system is 20 MHz and the symbol duration is
4 us. There are total 16 subchannels, each of which is
formed by a block of 4 subcarriers. The channel is fre-
quency-selective Rayleigh fading, and the delay spread is
assumed to be 300 ns. All the nodes can hear each other
in the network. The basic simulation parameters are shown
in Table 2. Two kinds of applications are considered: (1)
data application: the payload of a packet is set to 1500
Bytes; (2) voice application: the corresponding payload is
set to 240 Bytes. For these two applications, TMACdata

;

TPayload and TACK under different AMC modes are shown in
Table 3. Without loss of generality, the minimum window
sizes W0 and W are set equal to CWmin, and the maximum
backoff stages m0 and m are set to NB in simulations.

In Figs. 10 and 11, the saturation throughputs of the
FD-CSMA/CD protocol are shown with respective to
(w.r.t) the number of clients for data and voice applications,
respectively, on one subchannel. Thanks to full-duplex
communications, the throughput is significantly improved.
For instance, for the case of Mode = 1 and CWmin ¼ 16 in
Fig. 10a, the normalized throughput Tr is about 1:85, nearly
twice the throughput of perfect half-duplex communica-
tions (Tr=1). Moreover, unlike half-duplex random access
(e.g., 802.11 DCF), the throughput of our protocol is not sen-
sitive to the number of clients due to the CSMA/CD-like
operation. Thus, our protocol is scalable to the network size.
The throughput variation trend is related to the minimum
window size CWmin. For CWmin ¼ 16, the throughput
decreases slowly as the number of clients increases. In con-
trast, for CWmin ¼ 256, the trend is opposite. For the data
application in Fig. 10, the throughput gap between our ran-
dom access scheme and the scheduled one (i.e., no wasted
idle and collision time) is small in AMC mode 1, e.g., for
CWmin ¼ 16, this gap is about 3%. However, with AMC mode
7, the gap is enlarged to about 17%, because the payload of
a packet is shorter using a higher AMC mode but the over-
head is unchanged. On average of all AMC modes, the
throughput of our random access scheme is about 90% of
the scheduled one, which shows the high efficiency of our
FD-CSMA/CD protocol. For the voice application in Fig. 11,
the throughput versus the number of clients has the same
variation trend as the data application. Since the payload
of a packet in the voice application is 240 Bytes, much smal-
ler than 1500 Bytes in the data application, the throughput
gap between the random access and the scheduled scheme
becomes larger. In addition, we also check the validity of
our analytical model. It is shown that our analytical model
is extremely accurate (differences below 0:5%): the analyt-
ical results (lines) coincide with the simulation results
(marks) in all cases.

Fig. 12a and b shows the idle and collision time per suc-
cessful full-duplex transmission w.r.t different number of
Table 2
Basic simulation parameters for OFDMA systems.

TPHYhdr
ðSTSÞ 24 us TVMAChdr

ðSAÞ 96 us
TPHYhdr

ðLTSIÞ 64 us TVMAChdr
ðDAÞ 96 us

TPHYhdr
ðSFÞ 48 us TVMAChdr

ðCRCÞ 16 us
TJamming 252 us r 24 us
TSIFS 32 us TDIFS 56 us
clients on one subchannel by simulations. We observe that
the idle time decreases but the collision time increases, as
the number of clients increases. Moreover, the rate of
change varies with different CWmin. For a certain CWmin, if
the idle time drops faster than the collision time rises,
the throughput is improved, as shown by the case of
CWmin ¼ 256 in Fig. 10. In contrast, if the idle time
decreases more slowly than the collision time increases,
the throughput drops, as in the case of CWmin ¼ 16 in
Fig. 10.

In Fig. 13, the saturation throughputs w.r.t the mini-
mum window size CWmin and the maximum backoff stage
NB on one subchannel are shown respectively by simula-
tions. In Fig. 13a, for different number of clients, we can
choose appropriate CWmin to achieve the maximum
throughput, e.g., for 5 clients, the maximum throughput
is achieved at a CWmin of 16. Fig. 13b shows that the
throughput is enhanced as the maximum backoff stage
NB increases, for each case of different number of clients.
When NB is larger than 5, the increment rate is small and
the throughput becomes stable.

The simulation results of the average packet delay of
each client for different cases are shown in Table 4, where
CWmin and NB are fixed to 16 and 6, respectively, and Sch is
the number of subchannels occupied by each client for
transmission. The results show that the average delay of
the data application is larger than that of the voice applica-
tion in each case, due to the longer payload of a packet in
data applications. Moreover, the packet delay drops in a
higher AMC mode due to a higher transmission rate,
increases with more contending clients because of reduced
transmission opportunity per client, and decreases with
the number of occupied subchannels as a result of parallel
packet transmissions on several subchannels. For the voice
application, the delay is sensitive (requirement: 6100 ms).
Consider the scenario of 20 clients on each subchannel. For
our Access-Best-X (X = 2) scheme, if AMC mode 1 is adopted
by all clients (i.e., the worst case), the packet delay is only
58 ms (i.e., the case of Mode = 1 and Sch ¼ 2Þ. If a moderate
AMC mode 4 is used, the delay is reduced to 23 ms. For our
Access-Mode-Y ðY ¼ f6;7g) scheme, only subchannels in
mode 6 or 7 are selected by each client, so the delay is
smaller than 45 ms (i.e., the case of Mode = 4 and
Sch = 1). Thus, our two subchannel selection schemes are
applicable to delay sensitive applications.

The system throughput w.r.t the number of clients for
different subchannel selection schemes is shown in
Fig. 14. The average SNR of each client is uniformly
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distributed in [15,25] dB. The Scheduled scheme is con-
ducted as follows: allocate each subchannel to clients that
use the highest AMC mode on this subchannel, and our
random access mechanism is adopted by the selected cli-
ents on each subchannel. It shows that the Access-All
scheme has the worst performance and its throughput
slowly decreases as the number of clients increases due
to collisions. In contrast, the throughputs of our Access-
Best-X and Access-Mode-Y schemes are much higher and
increase with more clients because of the multi-user
diversity. On average, they can achieve about 80% and
94% of the throughput of the Scheduled one for data
applications, which indicates the high efficiency of our
schemes. Moreover, the Access-Mode-Y scheme is better
than the Access-Best-X scheme, which is more evident in
a dense network (e.g., 20 clients) where it is highly
possible that at least one client uses high AMC modes Y
in each subchannel. However, with the Access-Mode-Y
scheme, some clients may not have a chance to access
subchannels, when none of their subchannels is within
modes Y. Thus, fairness is compromised. In the Access-
Best-X, each client accesses X subchannels, which main-
tains fairness. As a result, when comparing subchannel
selection schemes, it is necessary to consider tradeoff
between fairness and throughput. To achieve the best
performance in Access-Best-X and Access-Mode-Y schemes,
parameters X and Y vary with different network sizes, e.g.,
X = 8 and Y ¼ f5;6;7g for 5 clients, but X = 6 and
Y ¼ f6;7g for 10 clients. Thus, each client needs to adjust
X or Y properly according to the updated network size,
which can be estimated with accumulated VMAC-hdr
information or can be determined by AP.
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Table 4
Average packet delay of each client for different cases.

Mode Sch 5 Clients (ms) 10 Clients (ms) 20 Clients (ms)

Data Voice Data Voice Data Voice

1 1 128 28 259 57 517 115
2 64 15 130 29 258 58
4 32 7 65 14 129 29

4 1 36 11 73 23 146 45
2 18 6 36 12 73 23
4 9 3 18 6 37 11

7 1 20 8 39 16 78 33
2 10 4 19 8 39 16
4 6 2 10 5 19 8
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Among the existing random MAC protocols [7–9] for
OFDMA wireless networks, the scheme in [9] achieves
the highest throughput, but its performance is much lower
than FD-CSMA/CD (even if the subchannel selection
scheme is Access-All). The reason is twofold: (1) each radio
considered in FD-CSMA/CA is capable of full duplex com-
munications, which results in higher spectrum efficiency;
(2) by leveraging full duplex communications, the prob-
lems in existing random MAC protocols have been solved
and thus greatly improve throughput.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, a novel full-duplex OFDMA random access
protocol was proposed by exploiting the full-duplex fea-
ture in the PHY layer. Compared to random access mecha-
nisms in conventional half-duplex OFDMA systems, the
throughput is significantly improved by utilizing idle sub-
channels, capturing full-duplex opportunities, reducing
collision time, and harvesting multi-user diversity. In the
future research, detailed analysis on fairness and through-
put tradeoff of our schemes will be conducted. In addition,
how to implement our protocol in a real system is also an
interesting topic.
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